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 Most drill and blast tunnel design solutions assume a regular profile without 
reflecting the reality - This is only theoretical. 
 A completely regular and smooth excavation boundary is only theoretical and a 
highly irregular excavation shape is much more likely to occur during 
construction. 
 An optimized design concept considering requirements of all involved 
parties has to be developed and maintained over the duration of the project 
by implementing a dynamic and flexible collaboration approach. 
 In the following contribution possible approaches for design as well as 
construction of irregular excavation shapes are presented and discussed.
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 A plethora of requirements of different stakeholders and potential risks have to 
be tackled by an integral design approach. Uncertainty and risk are significant 
characteristics of geotechnical and (hydro-) geological engineering. As 
described by Christian (2004) engineers can address uncertainty by:
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• ignoring it, 
• using the observational method, or 
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• being conservative, 
• quantifying it. 
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 The design approach is presented below including a comparison of the results of the structural 
verifications using three profiles to demonstrate the applicability of the design approach:
1. Regular profile – design profile - ideal/theoretical shape, 
2. Irregular profile – design profile - tolerance applied to ideal/theoretical shape to try to reflect site conditions 
better, 
3. As-built profile – section taken from as-built scan from site to compare results of actual in-situ profile with 
results from irregular profile
DESIGN PROCEDURE
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 As previously mentioned in a first step the regular shape was verified, the M-N diagram with the 
corresponding normal forces and bending moments:
• In a first step the regular shape was verified
• M-N diagram with the corresponding normal forces and bending moments 
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 Following this the irregular shape was established by implementing local tolerances in unfavorable 
locations
DESIGN PROCEDURE
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 The results of the verification of the irregular shape are shown below, with the results of the regular 
shape shown in the same figure for comparison 
• Verification of the irregular shape
• M-N diagram with the corresponding normal forces and bending moments 
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 The as-built profile was established from sections taken through 3D point clouds scanned at different 
phases of the tunnel construction works. A representative profile of the relevant tunnel stretch was 
selected for the purpose of this verification.
• Verification of the as-built shape
• M-N diagram with the corresponding normal forces and bending moments 
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 STEP 1: The proposed permanent support geometry for each tunnel stretch was derived from the 
theoretical excavation/ temporary support profile 
and calculated structural requirement
OPTIMIZATION OF CONSTRUCTION
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 STEP 2: Part of the previously installed temporary support measures can be considered as part of the 
permanent support, such as intact and not 
overstressed shotcrete in crown and side walls
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 STEP 2: Part of the previously installed TS measures considered as part of the PT
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 STEP 3: Further optimization potential after performing a 3D-Scan of the temporary support
OPTIMIZATION OF CONSTRUCTION
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 AS-BUILT VERIFICATION – BEST-FIT ALGORITHM
OPTIMIZATION OF CONSTRUCTION
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 AS-BUILT VERIFICATION – LOCAL TOLERANCE CRITERIA
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The equivalent circle is calculated as the average between the radius of the 
circumference-based and area-based equivalent circle: 
 = 2 ∗  .   . ∗  →  .   .  = 2 ∗   
 =  .   2 ∗  →  .    =   
 .   =  .   +  .   . 2  Uprofile [m]   perimeter of design profile Aprofile [m²]   cross sectional area of design profile requ. cir. [m]   radius for circle with equivalent circumference requ. area [m]   radius for circle with equivalent area requ. cricle [m]   average approximated radius 
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 AS-BUILT VERIFICATION – LOCAL TOLERANCE CRITERIA
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This geometry form factor is defined by: 
1234 2 3 [%] =
 .   .  
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2 ∗  .   ∗ 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Uequ. circle [m]   circumference of equivalent circle Aequ. area [m²]   cross sectional area of equivalent circle Uprofile [m]   perimeter of profile Aprofile [m²]   cross sectional area of profile (without consideration of invert infill) 
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 Drill and blast rock tunnels are at a greater risk of having an irregular tunnel profile than soft ground 
tunnels. Prompt profile control during tunnel advance is therefore advisable. 
 It has been proven that a design approach which completely compensates for discrepancies between 
the design and as-built irregular profile, is not economically viable. Therefore an optimized design 
approach that considers irregularities of the profile is particularly advantageous.
 The findings suggest that when irregularities and/or imperfections in the lining geometry are considered 
in the lining design, a more realistic and reliable design is achieved. A shotcrete design based on an 
ideal geometry might result in an underestimation of the available support capacity.
CONCLUSION
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RECOMMENDATION
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 For highly irregular lining geometry, in combination with substantially varying lining thicknesses, beam 
elements might not be adequate for characterizing the real lining behavior and its varying lining 
stiffness. 
 For these special conditions, it is recommended that the lining is modelled using continuum elements 
for the actual varying shotcrete thickness. Deploying a nonlinear analysis model allows for 
consideration of:
l effective material strength  l shotcrete cracking (if acceptable) l load and stress redistribution l subsequent 
development of the line of thrust in the lining
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OUTLOOK
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 By using this approach, an optimized lining design or verification of the as-built profile can be achieved. 
This allows for a higher utilization of the structural capacity, while making sure that the required safety 
margin defined by codes and standards can be maintained.
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